The study of sampling signals on graphs, with the goal of building an analog of sampling for standard signals in the time and spatial domains, has attracted considerable attention recently. Beyond adding to the growing theory on graph signal processing (GSP), sampling on graphs has various promising applications. In this article, we review current progress on sampling over graphs focusing on theory and potential applications. Most methodologies used in graph signal sampling are designed to parallel those used in sampling for standard signals, however, sampling theory for graph signals significantly differs from that for Shannon-Nyquist and shift invariant signals. This is due in part to the fact that the definitions of several important properties, such as shift invariance and bandlimitedness, are different in GSP systems. Throughout, we discuss similarities and differences between standard and graph sampling and highlight open problems and challenges.
I. INTRODUCTION
Sampling-a process producing a discrete-time signal from a continuous-time one-is one of the fundamental tenets of digital signal processing (see [1] and references therein). As such, it has been studied extensively for decades and continues to draw considerable research efforts. Standard sampling theory relies on concepts of frequency domain analysis, shift invariant (SI) signals, and bandlimitedness [2] . This article provides a comprehensive overview of the theory and algorithms for sampling of signals defined on graph domains, i.e., graph signals. Graph signal processing (GSP) [3] , [4] -a fast developing field in the signal processing community-generalizes key signal processing ideas for signals defined on regular domains to discretetime signals defined over irregular domains described abstractly by graphs. GSP has found numerous promising applications across many engineering disciplines, including image processing, wireless communications, machine learning, and data mining [3] - [6] .
Generalization of the sampling problem to GSP raises a number of challenges. First, for a given graph and graph operator the notion of frequency for graph signals is mathematically straightforward, but the connection of these frequencies to actual properties of signals of interest (and thus the practical meaning of concepts such as bandlimitedness and smoothness) is still being investigated. Second, periodic sampling, widely used in traditional signal processing, is not applicable in the graph domain (e.g., it is unclear how to select "every other" sample) and choosing an appropriate sampling set that can adapt to local graph topology is non-trivial. Third, work to date has mostly focused on direct node-wise sampling, while there has been only limited work on developing more advanced forms of sampling, e.g., adapting SI sampling [1] to the graph setting [7] , [8] . Finally, graph signal sampling and reconstruction algorithms must be implemented efficiently to achieve a good trade-off between accuracy and complexity.
To address these challenges, various graph sampling approaches have recently been developed, e.g., [9] - [16] , based on different notions of graph frequency, bandlimitedness, and shift invariance. For example, a common approach to define the graph frequency is based on the spectral decomposition of different variation operators such as the adjacency matrix or variants of graph Laplacians. The proposed reconstruction procedures in the literature differ in their objective functions leading to a trade-off between accuracy and complexity. A recent review of graph signal sampling [17] mainly focuses on the bandlimited setting, while here we also survey more general graph signal models beyond the bandlimited case. Our goal is to provide a broad overview of existing techniques, highlighting what is known to date in order to inspire further research on sampling over graphs and its use in a broad class of applications in signal processing and machine learning.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II reviews basic concepts in GSP and sampling in Hilbert spaces. Graph sampling theory is introduced in Section III along with the sampling-then-recovery framework which is common throughout the paper. Sampling set selection methods are classified and summarized in Section IV where we also introduce fast selection and reconstruction techniques. Applications utilizing graph sampling theory are introduced in Section V. Finally, Section VI concludes this paper with remarks on open problems.
Throughout the paper, we use boldfaced lower-case (upper-case) symbols represent vectors (matrices), the ith element in a vector x is x[i] or x i , and the ith row, jth column of a matrix X is given by [X] ij . A subvector of x is denoted as x S with its indicator index set S. Similarly, a submatrix of X ∈ R N ×M is denoted as X RC ∈ R |R|×|C| , where indicator indices of its rows and columns are given by R and C, respectively; X RR is simply written as X R .
II. REVIEW: GSP AND STANDARD SAMPLING

A. Basics of GSP
We denote G = (V, E) a graph, where V and E denote sets of vertices and edges, respectively. The number of vertices is N = |V| unless otherwise specified. We define an adjacency matrix A, where entry [A] mn represents the weight of the edge between vertices m and n; [A] mn = 0 for unconnected vertices. The degree matrix D is diagonal, with mth diagonal element
[D] mm = n [A] mn . In this paper, we consider undirected graphs without self-loops, i.e., [A] mn = [A] nm and [A] nn = 0 for all m and n, but most theory and methods discussed can be extended to signals on directed graphs. GSP uses different variation operators [3] , [4] depending on the application and assumed signal and/or network models. Here, for concreteness, we focus on the graph Laplacian L := D − A or its symmetrically normalized version L := D −1/2 LD −1/2 . The extension to other variation operators (e.g., adjacency matrix) is possible with a proper modification of the basic operations discussed in this section. Because L is a real symmetric matrix, it always possesses an eigen-decomposition L = UΛU , where U = [u 1 , . . . , u N ] is an orthonormal matrix containing the eigenvectors u i , and Λ = diag(λ 1 , . . . , λ N ) consists of the eigenvalues λ i . We refer to λ i as the graph frequency.
A graph signal x : V → R is a function that assigns a value to each node. Graph signals can be written as vectors x, in which the nth element, x[n], represents the signal value at the nth node. Note that any vertex labeling can be used, since a change in labeling simply results in row / column permutation of the various matrices, their corresponding eigenvectors and the vectors representing graph signals. The graph Fourier transform (GFT) is defined aŝ
Other GFT definitions, e.g., [18] - [21] , can also be used without changing the framework. In this article, for simplicity we assume real-valued signals. Although the GFT basis are real-valued for undirected graphs, extensions to complex-valued GSP systems are straightforward.
A linear graph filter is defined by G ∈ R N ×N , which applied to x produces an output
Vertex and frequency domain graph filter designs considered in the literature both lead to filters G that depend on the structure of the graph G. Vertex domain filters are defined as polynomials of the variation operator, i.e.,
where the output at each vertex is a linear combination of signal values in its P -hop neighborhood. In frequency domain filter design, G is chosen to be diagonalized by U so that:
whereĝ(Λ) := diag(ĝ(λ 1 ), . . . ,ĝ(λ N )) is the graph frequency response. Filtering via (4) is analogous to filtering in the Fourier domain for conventional signals. If there exist repeated eigenvalues λ i = λ j , then their graph frequency responses must be the same, i.e.,ĝ(λ i ) =ĝ(λ j ). Ifĝ(λ i ) is a P th order polynomial, (4) coincides with vertex domain filtering (3).
B. Generalized Sampling in Hilbert Space
We next briefly review generalized sampling in Hilbert spaces [1] (see Fig. 1(a) ). Let x be a vector in a Hilbert space H and c[n] be its nth sample, c[n] = s n , x , where {s n } is a Riesz basis and ·, · is an inner product. Denoting by S the set transformation corresponding to {s n }, we can write the samples as c = S * x, where · * represents the adjoint. The subspace generated by {s n } is denoted by S. In the SI setting, s n = s(t − nT ) for a real function s(t) and a given period T . The samples can then be expressed as
where * is the convolution. The continuous-time Fourier transform (CTFT) of c[n], C(ω), can be written as
where
is the sampled cross correlation. Thus, we may view sampling in the Fourier domain as multiplying the input spectrum by the filter's frequency response and subsequently aliasing the result with uniform intervals that depend on the sampling period.
In bandlimited sampling, s(−t) = sinc(t/T ), where sinc(t) = sin(πt)/(πt), while s(t) can be chosen more generally in the generalized sampling framework.
The recovery of the sampled signal c is represented as
where W is a set transformation corresponding to a basis {w n } for the reconstruction space, which spans a closed subspace W of H. The transform H is called the correction transformation and operates on the samples c prior to recovery. The reconstruction problem is to choose H so thatx is either equal to x, or as close as possible under a desired metric. Typically, solving this problem requires making assumptions about x, e.g., that it lies in a known subspace or is smooth.
In the SI setting, the recovery corresponding to (8) is given bỹ
where a discrete-time correction filter h[n] is first applied to c[n]:
to produce the recoveryx(t).
Suppose that x lies in an arbitrary subspace A of H and assume that A is known. Hence, x can be represented as
where {a n } is an orthonormal basis for A and d[n] are the expansion coefficients of x. In the SI setting, x(t) is written as
for some sequence d[n] where a(t) is a real generator satisfying the Riesz condition. In the Fourier domain, (11) becomes
where A(ω) is the CTFT of a(t) and D(e jωT ) is the discrete-time Fourier transform of d[n], and is 2π/T periodic. In this article, we focus on generalized sampling for the unconstrained case, where an arbitrary transformation can be used as W . We can also consider generalized sampling for a predefined W ( [1], [22] and references therein). In the unconstrained setting, we may recover a signal in A by choosing W = A in (8) . If S * A is invertible, then perfect recovery of any x ∈ A is possible by using H = (S * A) −1 . Invertibility can be ensured by the direct-sum (DS) condition: A and S ⊥ intersect only at the origin and span H jointly so that
Under the DS condition, a unique recovery is obtained by an oblique projection operator onto A along S ⊥ given bỹ
In the SI setting, the frequency response of the correction filter is
where R SA (ω) is given by (7) .
If A and S ⊥ intersect, then there is more than one signal in A that matches the sampled signal c. We may then consider several selection criteria to obtain an appropriate signal out of (infinitely) many candidates. Here, we consider the least squares (LS) approach, but other methods, e.g., based on the minimax criterion, can be used as well [1] . The LS recovery is the minimum energy solutionx = arg min x∈A, S * x=c
and is given byx
Here, H = (S * A) † and · † represents the Moore-Penrose pseudo inverse. Its corresponding form in the SI setting is the same as (15) , but H(ω) = 0 if R SA (ω) = 0.
III. GRAPH SAMPLING THEORY
In this section, we first describe a general graph signal sampling and reconstruction framework that is inspired from that of Section II-B. Then, we discuss graph signal models and two definitions of graph signal sampling. Finally, we present recovery experiments both for bandlimited and full-band signals. March 11, 2020 DRAFT A. General sampling and recovery framework
We consider finite dimensional graphs and graph signals for which the generalized sampling in Section II-B can be written in matrix form [22] . Similar to (10), we can assume any graph signal x is modeled by a known generator matrix A ∈ R N ×K (K ≤ N ) and expansion coefficients d ∈ R K as follows:
x := Ad.
The graph sampling operator is a matrix S ∈ R N ×M (M ≤ N ) which, without loss of generality, is assumed to have linearly independent columns that span a sampling space, S ⊂ R N . The sampled signal is then given by
Since A is known, signal recovery may be given by using (14):
where the correction transform is given by H = (S A) † . When the DS condition holds, (S A) † = (S A) −1 , and perfect recovery is obtained. In some cases, it may be better to select W = A, e.g., for more efficient implementation, so that the leftmost A in (20) would be replaced with W (as in Fig. 1(b) ). Such predefined solutions have been studied in [7] , [8] , [22] . This is equivalent to the generalized sampling in Hilbert space described in Section II-B.
Major challenges in graph signal sampling are selection and optimization of the generation and sampling matrices A and S, as well as efficient implementation of the pseudoinverse above. In some cases, analogous to the SI setting in standard sampling, this inverse can be implemented by filtering in the graph Fourier domain, as we show in the next section. Next, we describe some typical graph signal models (i.e., specific A's) as well as two sampling approaches (i.e., choices of S).
B. Graph signal models
While the signal generation and recovery models of (18) and (20) are valid for any arbitrary signal subspace represented by A, here we focus on choices of A that are related to the specific graph G on which we wish to process data. For example, the bandlimited signal model has been widely studied. This model corresponds to A = U VB where B := {1, . . . , B}. A bandlimited signal is thus written by
ω := λ B is called the bandwidth or cut-off frequency of the graph signal. The signal subspace of ω-bandlimited graph signals on G is often called the Paley-Wiener space P W ω (G) [10] , [11] .
A more general frequency domain, but non-bandlimited, model could be obtained as
where d ∈ R M and the i-th column of A is N j=1â i (λ j )u j . In this case each of theâ i (λ) imposes a certain spectral shape (e.g., exponential) and the parameter d i controls how much weight is given to the i-th spectral shape.
Another signal model that parallels those studied in the SI setting is described in the box "Periodic graph spectrum subspace".
This approach leads to recovery methods based on filtering in graph frequency domain, similar to (15) .
The choice of A can also be based on vertex domain graph signal properties. Let {T i } (i = 1, . . . , K) be a partition of V, where each node in T i is locally connected within the cluster. A piecewise constant graph signal is then given by
where [1 Ti ] n = 1 when the node n is in T i ; 0 otherwise [23] . In this case, A = [1 T1 , . . . , 1 T K ]. Piecewise smooth graph signals can be similarly defined. March 
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Periodic graph spectrum subspace
To connect signal generation models of graph signals to those of SI signals, the periodic graph spectrum (PGS) subspace has been proposed in [7] , [8] :
Definition 1 (PGS Subspace). An M -dimensional PGS subspace, where M ≤ N , of a given graph G is a space of graph signals that can be expressed as a GFT spectrum filtered by a given generator:
whereâ(λi) is the graph frequency domain response of the generator and d(λi) is an expansion coefficient.
A signal in a PGS subspace can be represented in matrix form as:
where d := [d(λ1), . . . , d(λM−1)] and Dsamp is given in (29) . Definition 1 assumes the graph spectrum is periodic; importantly, x is not necessarily bandlimited.
The PGS subspace is related to the signal subspace of continuous-time SI signals in (12) . Suppose that T in (12) is a positive integer, i.e., the spectrum D(e jωT ) is repeated T times within ω ∈ [0, 2π], and A(ω) in (12) has support ω ∈ [0, 2π]. In this case, a sequence X[i] = D(e jωT )A(ω) ω=2πi/N (i = 0, . . . , N − 1) corresponds to the DFT spectrum of length N . Therefore, this X[i] can be regarded as a graph signal spectrum in a PGS subspace if the GFT is identical to the DFT (by relaxing to a complex U), e.g., the graph G is a cycle graph, i.e., a periodic graph consists of a ring. This relationship is illustrated in Fig. 2 .
The correction filter H = (S A) † for signals in a PGS subspace mimics the frequency response of (15) . Suppose that graph frequency domain sampling in Definition 3 is used. The DS condition in this case impliesRga(λi) = 0 for all i = 1, . . . , M , wherẽ
. If x ∈ XPGS and the DS condition holds, then the correction transform H is equivalent to filtering in the graph frequency domain with correction filter [7] 
which clearly parallels the SI expression (15) . 
C. Sampling methods
Similar to time and frequency domain sampling for conventional signals, graph signal sampling can be defined in both the spectral and vertex domains. For time domain signals, there is a simple relationship between sampling in both domains, as can be seen from (11) and (12) . In contrast, for general graphs direct node-wise sampling in the vertex domain (i.e., selecting a subset of nodes) does not correspond to a spectrum folding operation in the graph frequency domain, and vice versa. Thus, we discuss vertex and frequency domain graph sampling separately.
1) Vertex Domain Sampling:
Vertex domain sampling is an analog of time domain sampling. Samples are selected on a predetermined sampling set, T ∈ V, containing which |T | = M nodes. Sampling set selection is described later in Section IV. For a given T we define sampling as follows:
Definition 2 (Vertex domain sampling [9] , [11] ). Let x ∈ R N be a graph signal and G ∈ R N ×N be an arbitrary graph filter in (2) . Suppose that the sampling set T is given a priori. The sampled graph signal c ∈ R M is defined by:
The sampling matrix is therefore given by S = I T V G. Many methods in the literature consider direct sampling, where G = I. An alternative is aggregation sampling [12] , [24] where G corresponds to a filtering operation prior to sampling.
2) Graph Frequency Domain Sampling: Sampling in the graph frequency domain [14] parallels Fourier domain sampling in (6) : The graph Fourier transformed inputx is first multiplied by a graph spectral filterĝ(Λ); the product is subsequently folded with period M , resulting in aliasing for non-bandlimited signals, which can be utilized for the design of graph wavelets/filter banks [13] , [25] . Graph frequency domain sampling is defined as follows:
Definition 3 (Graph frequency domain sampling). Letx ∈ R N be the original signal in the graph frequency domain, i.e.,
x = U x, and letĝ(Λ) be an arbitrary sampling filter expressed in the graph frequency domain. For a sampling ratio M ∈ Z
where M is assumed to be a divisor of N for simplicity, the sampled graph signal in the graph frequency domain is given by
is the spectrum folding matrix.
The sampling matrix S in the graph frequency domain is thus given by
While this definition is clearly an analog of Frequency domain sampling in (6), in general it cannot be written as an operator of the form of I T V G, i.e., graph filtering, as defined in Section II-A, and vertex domain sampling, except for some specific cases, such as cycle or bipartite graphs [7] , [14] , [26] . See box "Illustrative example of sampling procedures" for a comparison between graph signal sampling and conventional discrete-time signal sampling.
Illustrative example of sampling procedures
In Fig. 3 (left) standard discrete-time sampling is shown in both time and frequency domains. Point-wise sampling in the time domain corresponds to folding of the DFT spectrum [1] , [27] . Note that both sampling methods yield the same output after the inverse DFT of the frequency sampled signal. Fig. 3 (right) illustrates graph signal sampling in vertex and graph frequency domains (Definitions 2 and 3), which do not yield the same output, unlike their conventional signal counterparts of Fig. 3 
D. Remarks on correction and reconstruction transforms
In the SI setting, signal recovery can be implemented in the time domain as (9) with counterparts in the Fourier domain as in (15) . However, this is not the case for vertex domain sampling: While the sampling matrix S in Definition 2 is designed to parallel sampling in the time domain, the correction matrix H = (S A) † does not have a diagonal graph frequency response in general. Refer to the box "Bandlimited signal recovery with vertex domain sampling" for an example with bandlimited signals. One exception is the PGS setting (see the box "Periodic graph spectrum subspace") where H can be implemented in the graph Fourier domain as in (26) .
In this section, for simplicity we have considered the case where measurement, sampling, and recovery are noise-free. In the presence of noise, the reconstruction of (20) may be replaced by noise-robust methods. See the box "Different reconstruction operators" for an example. Note that the recovery procedures for the noisy cases have been well studied in the context of (generalized) sampling theory for standard signals [1] as well as compressed sensing [28] . Robustness against noisy measurements is also a major motivation to optimize sampling set selection of graphs (see next section).
Bandlimited signal recovery with vertex domain sampling
Assume we have a bandlimited signal xBL as defined in (21) and we use the direct node-wise sampling, i.e., G = I. This is a well-studied setting for graph sampling theory. The DS condition in this case is often called the uniqueness set condition [10] , [11] and requires a full-rank IT V UVB = UT B ∈ R M ×M [9] , [11] (we assume M = B). In this case, we have A = UVB and (20) is
note that we assume M = |T | = |B|. In other words, the correction transform is given by H = (UT B ) † . Note that H cannot be written as a graph spectral filter having a diagonal frequency response. Even if the sampling filter G is applied before node-wise sampling such as aggregation sampling [12] , [24] , the perfect or LS recovery is obtained by replacing (UT B ) † in the above equation with (GT V UVB) † while A = UVB does not change. An approximate recovery of bandlimited graph signals is possible with an alternative approach, e.g., an iterative algorithm using polynomial filters and projection onto convex sets [29] .
Different reconstruction operators
The reconstruction in (20) allows for perfect signal recovery under the DS condition, when the signal lies in a given subspace. However, we may not always have such a strong prior. For example, we may only know that our signal is smooth in some sense. A popular approach in this case is to consider the following recovery approach [1] , [28] :
where V is a matrix that measures smoothness (examples are introduced in Section III-B). If there is noise, we can relax the goal of achieving a consistent solution , i.e., such that S x = S x, and instead solve the following problem:
where γ > 0 is a regularization parameter. Fast and efficient interpolation algorithms have also been studied in [30] - [33] based on generalizations of standard signal processing techniques to the graph setting.
E. Signal recovery experiments
To illustrate signal recovery for both bandlimited and full-band settings, we consider the random sensor graph example of Fig. 4 , with N = 64 and M = 10. The first scenario is the well-known bandlimited setting, where the signal is bandlimited as in (21) with B = 10 and the sampling filter is the identity matrix, i.e., G = I. In the second scenario, we use the non-bandlimited generator in the graph frequency domain with the PGS model [7] , [8] (see the box "Periodic graph spectrum subspace"). The generator function isâ(λ i ) = 1 − 2λ i /λ max and each element in d ∈ R M is drawn from N (1, 1) . The sampling filter is also non-bandlimited whereĝ(λ i ) = exp(−λ i /2).
As shown in Fig. 4 (top) , both vertex and frequency sampling methods can recover the bandlimited graph signal. Note that c is identical to d for graph frequency domain sampling. In contrast, Fig. 4 (bottom) shows that the original signal oscillates in the vertex domain due to its full-band generator function. Also, c of graph frequency domain sampling does not match the original spectrum due to aliasing and the sampling filter. But, even in that case, the original signal is perfectly recovered when the signal subspace is given. where the generator function is generated by the PGS model [7] , [8] with the generator functionâ(λi) = 1 − 2λi/λmax and the sampling function isĝ(λi) = exp(−λi/2) (see also the box "Periodic graph spectrum subspace"). Even in this case, the original signal is perfectly recovered from c by using both of vertex and graph frequency domain sampling without changing the framework.
IV. SAMPLING SET SELECTION AND EFFICIENT COMPUTATION METHODS
In this section, efficient sampling set selection methods for vertex domain sampling are examined. The recovery method in (20) can be possible only if the signal subspace, e.g., cut-off frequency, is known perfectly a priori. However, in practice the cut-off frequency is often unknown (and thus can at best be estimated), or the signal is smooth but not strictly bandlimited in the first place. Further, observed samples may be corrupted by additive noise. Thus, practical sampling set selection algorithms often aim at maximizing robustness to noise or imperfect knowledge of sampled signal characteristics.
Along with signal reconstruction quality, computational complexity is another key concern when designing sampling algorithms since signals often reside in very large graphs. Often, one would like to avoid computing the eigen-decomposition of the chosen graph variation operator, such as the graph Laplacian matrix, which requires large computational cost (O(N 3 )
in the general case). We next provide an overview of fast and efficient sampling set selection methods. March 
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A. Sampling set selection: Deterministic and random approaches A list of representative sampling methods is given in Table I . One of the first considerations when deciding on a sampling scheme is whether a deterministic or random approach should be chosen. Deterministic approaches [9] , [11] , [12] , [16] , [29] , [34] - [37] choose a fixed node subset to optimize a pre-determined cost function. Since sampling set selection is in general combinatorial and NP-hard, many deterministic selection methods are greedy, adding one locally optimal node at a time until the sampling budget is exhausted. Advantages of deterministic sampling set selection methods include: i) "Importance" of individual nodes are computed and totally ordered for greedy selection; if the sampling budget changes, one can add or remove nodes easily without re-running the entire selection algorithm, and ii) the selected node subset remains fixed as long as the graph structure is the same.
In contrast, random methods [38] , [39] select nodes randomly according to a pre-determined probability distribution.
Typically, the distribution is designed so that more "important" nodes are selected with higher probabilities. One key merit of a random method is low computation cost. Once the probability distribution is determined, the selection itself can be realized quickly in a distributed manner. In practice, random sampling methods may perform well on average, but often require more samples than deterministic methods to achieve the same reconstruction quality even if the signal is bandlimited [38] . One may also combine deterministic and random selection methods to find a sampling set.
B. Deterministic Sampling Set Selection
Two main types of deterministic sampling set selection methods have been proposed in the literature. First, vertex-based methods have been studied extensively in machine learning and sensor network communities as a sensor placement problem (see further discussion on applications in Section V). Second, spectrum-based methods-selection schemes grounded in graph frequency assumptions-represent a relatively new approach and have been studied in the context of graph sampling theory.
We focus on the latter approach due to space limitation. See [13] for a summary of existing vertex-based methods.
Exact bandlimited case: For simplicity suppose we directly observe the samples, i.e., G = I, and choose a bandlimited signal model in (21) . To optimize the sampling set we can define an objective function to quantify reconstruction error in the presence of noise. The sampled signal y ∈ R M is then:
where n is an i.i.d. additive noise introduced during the measurement or sampling process. Using the LS recovery (17), the reconstructed signalx is then given byx
LS reconstruction error thus becomes e :=x−x = U VB U † T B n. Many deterministic methods choose an optimization objective based on the error covariance matrix:
Given (36), one can choose different optimization criteria based on optimal design of experiments [40] . For example, the A-optimality criterion minimizes the average errors by seeking T which minimizes the trace of the matrix inverse [15] :
while E-optimality minimizes the worst-case errors by maximizing the smallest eigenvalue of the information matrix U T B U T B [9] :
In either case, sampling set selection based on error covariance matrix (36) requires (partial) singular value decomposition (SVD) of an M × M matrix, even when the GFT matrix U is given a priori. This results in a large computation cost. To alleviate this burden, greedy sampling without performing SVD has been recently proposed. This category includes methods using spectral proxies which approximately maximize cut-off frequency [11] , two-step algorithms which first calculate a Maximizing cutoff freq. [11] Deterministic λ k (k ∈ Z + ) Error covariance [9] , [15] Deterministic Ideal Vertex screening [41] Deterministic Ideal Localized operator [13] Deterministic Arbitrary Neumann Series [42] Deterministic Ideal * Gershgorin disc alignment [16] Deterministic λ Cumulative coherence [38] Random Ideal * Global/local uncertainty [39] Random Arbitrary * Localized in the vertex domain only if the ideal kernel is approximated by a polynomial permissible set and then select a node within the set [41] , a graph filter submatrix that avoids SVD by utilizing a fast GFT and block matrix inversion [42] , and a polynomial filtering-based approach that maximizes a vertex domain support of graph spectral filters [13] .
Smooth signals: Instead of a strict bandlimited assumption, one can assume the target signal x is smooth with respect to the underlying graph, where smoothness is measured via operator V. One can thus reconstruct via a regularization-based optimization in (33) ; in [16] , V = L 1/2 and the reconstruction becomes:
Problem (39) has a closed form solution x * :
Authors in [16] then choose the sampling matrix S to maximize the smallest eigenvalue λ min of the coefficient matrix SS + γL in (40)-corresponding to the E-optimality criterion. This is done without eigen-decomposition via a novel usage of the well-known Gershgorin circle theorem.
Relationship between various methods based on localized operator: Vertex and spectrum-based methods have been proposed separately in different research fields. Interestingly, many of them can be described in a unified manner by utilizing a graph localization operator [13] . A graph localization operator is a vertex domain expression of a spectral filter kernelĝ(λ) centered at the node i [39] :
which can be viewed as the "impulse response" of a graph filter by rewriting (41) in vector form as
where δ i is an indicator vector for the ith node, i.e., unit impulse. In [13] , it has been shown that many proposed cost functions can be interpreted as having the form of (42) for different kernels.
C. Random Sampling Set Selection
Random selection methods can be classified into two categories. First, graph-independent approaches select nodes randomly without taking into account the underlying graph [9] , [24] , [38] , which results in very low computational cost. However, theoretical results based on studies on compressed sensing [24] , [38] have shown that the number of required nodes for recovery of bandlimited graph signals tends to be larger than for graph-dependent selections [38] .
Second, graph-dependent random selection methods [38] , [39] assume that node importance varies according to the underlying graph, i.e., important nodes are connected to many other nodes with large edge weights. In these approaches, a sampling probability distribution p ∈ R N , where p[i] ≥ 0 for all i (i = 0, . . . , N − 1) and i p[i] = 1, is first obtained prior to running a random selection algorithm. Once p is obtained, the sampling set is randomly chosen based on p. [13] , sampling set of one realization by a random approach [38] , sampling set by a Gaussian process-based method [43] . (b) Sampling sets for image pixels. Each pixel is a node, and edge weights are chosen based on [44] . The sampling set selection method based on maximizing cut-off frequency [11] is used. Top and bottom: Sampling set selected using the combinatorial and normalized graph Laplacians, respectively.
As an example, in the graph coherence-based random selection method for ω-bandlimited graph signals of [38] , the sampling distribution is given as follows:
where the numerator is the same as ψ g,i 2 2 in (42) withĝ(λ) is the bandlimiting filter. To avoid eigen-decomposition, a polynomial approximation for the filter can be applied and the calculation cost can be further reduced by filtering random signals instead of δ i , i = 0, . . . , N − 1. A similar approach has been using an arbitrary filter kernelĝ(λ) has also been proposed [39] .
D. Sampling set selection examples
As a first example, Fig. 5(a) shows sampling sets of size 10 for a random sensor graph with N = 500. These methods are compared: i) a deterministic method based on localized operator [13] , ii) a graph-dependent random selection method using cumulative coherence [38] , and iii) a traditional entropy-based sensor selection method [43] . Random methods may select nodes close to each other, as can be seen in this realization, while the entropy-based method tends to favor low degree nodes leading to samples close to the boundary [13] . Instead, the deterministic approach selects nodes that are more uniformly distributed in space.
In the second example, Fig. 5(b) , we use graph signal sampling to select pixels in an image. Each graph node correspond to a pixel and edge weights are selected using [44] , sampling set selection is based on maximizing cut-off frequency [11] .
We used two variation operators, the combinatorial and symmetric normalized graph Laplacians, leading to very different sampling sets. When using the combinatorial Laplacian selected tend to be closer to image contours or the image boundary.
In contrast, pixels selected using the normalized Laplacian are more uniformly distributed within the image. See also the box "To normalize, or not to normalize" for a comparison of variation operators. March 11, 2020 DRAFT To normalize, or not to normalize Different graph variation operators lead to different sampling sets, as shown in Fig. 5(b) . This difference in behavior is due to normalization. As an example, consider a three-cluster graph with N = 27 [45] , and compare combinatorial graph Laplacian and its symmetric normalized version, with sampling set selection based on maximizing cut-off frequency [11] , as seen in Fig. 6 . In Fig. 6 color represents node selection order (first chosen nodes are blue, while last chosen ones are red). Observe that for the combinatorial Laplacian ( Fig. 6 right) , most nodes in cluster A are selected in the last stage, while for the normalized graph Laplacian (Fig. 6 right) , nodes in cluster A are selected at all stages. This is due to the localization of the GFT bases: Eigenvectors of the combinatorial graph Laplacian are localized in the vertex domain compared to the normalized one. This is illustrated by the spectral representations in Fig. 6 , using the visualization technique in [45] ; eigenvectors corresponding to low (high) graph frequencies are located at the bottom (top) of the figure. In this figure, the sampling orders are also illustrated as red circles (early selected nodes are located at the bottom). Clearly, high frequency eigenvectors of the combinatorial graph Laplacian are highly localized in cluster A, so that the method in [11] selects nodes in cluster A more likely in its last stage. In contrast, for the normalized version, the eigenvectors are less localized, so that selected nodes are more balanced among clusters. 
E. Computational complexity
Computing a sampling set selection can be divided into two phases: i) Preparation, which includes computing required prior information, e.g., the eigen-decomposition, and ii) Selection, the main routine that selects nodes for sampling. Computational complexities of different methods are summarized next. 1) Deterministic Selection: Deterministic selection methods, studied in the context of graph sampling theory, basically need to calculate eigen-pair of (a part of) the variation operator in the selection phase. Their computation costs mostly depend on the number of edges in the graph and the assumed bandwidth. A recent trend is to investigate eigen-decomposition-free sampling set selection algorithms [13] , [16] , [42] . These recent methods approximate a graph spectral cost function with vertex-domain processing like polynomial approximation of the filter kernel. Table II shows that the computational complexities of these eigen-decomposition-free methods compare well with previous sampling methods [9] , [11] , [34] that require computation of multiple eigen-pairs. 2) Random Selection: Random selection methods typically entail a much smaller computation cost the selection phase than their deterministic counterparts. As discussed, given a sampling probability distribution p, all sampled nodes can be chosen quickly and in parallel using p. Hence, only the preparation phase needs to be considered. For graph-independent random selection, p[i] = 1/N for all i, and its computation cost is negligible. Many graph-dependent approaches require repeated calculations of Uĝ(Λ)U v, where v ∈ R N is a random vector or δ i . While the naïve implementation still requires eigendecomposition, the graph filter responseĝ(λ) is often approximated by a polynomial: The preparation phase requires iterative vertex-domain processing. Typically, p is estimated after L (typically L = 2 log(N ) [38] ) filterings of random vectors, which leads to O(LP (|E| + N )) complexity [38] .
V. APPLICATIONS
Graph sampling has been used across a wide range of applications, such as wireless communications, data mining, or machine learning. We select a few interesting applications for in-depth discussion in this section. Maximizing cutoff freq. [11] O(k|E|M T (k)) O(N M )
Error covariance: E-optimal [9] O((|E|M + CM 3 )T B ) O(N M 4 ) Error covariance: A-optimal [9] , [15] O(N M 4 ) Error covariance: T-optimal [15] O(N M ) Error covariance: D-optimal [15] O(M 3 )
Localized operator [13] O(|E|N P ) O(JM )
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A. Sensor Placement
Sensor placement [43] , [46] - [48] has long been studied in the wireless communication community. The basic problem is to choose a subset of locations from a discrete feasible set to place sensors, in order to monitor a physical phenomena such as temperature or radiation over a large geographical area of interest. Commonly, the field signal is assumed to be represented by a low-dimensional parameter vector with a measurement matrix Φ generated by a Gaussian process [48] . Different criteria have been proposed to optimize the corresponding error covariance matrix, including A-optimality, E-optimality, D-optimality, and frame potential [46] .
As one concrete example, one formulation is to maximize the smallest eigenvalue λ min of the inverse error covariance matrix (information matrix) via selection of a sensor subset T , where |T | = M :
where Φ T V is a submatrix of Φ with selected rows indicated by set T and maximization leads to E-optimality [40] as mentioned in Section IV-B.
If the measurement matrix Φ is the matrix V M containing the first M eigenvectors of a graph Laplacian matrix L, then we can interpret (44) as a graph sampling problem under a M -bandlimited assumption. Sampling set selection methods described in Section IV can thus be used to solve (44) . Specifically, recent fast graph sampling schemes [13] , [49] have been used for sensor selection with improve execution speed and reconstruction quality compared to Gaussian process based methods.
B. Sampling for Matrix Completion
Matrix completion [50] is the problem to fill or interpolate missing values in a partially observable matrix signal X ∈ R Nr×Nc , where N r and N c are often very large. One well-known example is the Netflix challenge 1 : in order to recommend movies to viewers, missing movie ratings in a large matrix, with viewers and movies as rows and columns respectively, are estimated based on a small subset of available viewer ratings. As an ill-posed problem, signal priors are required for regularization. One popular prior is the low-rank prior [51] : target matrix signal X should be of low dimensionality, and thus low-rank. However, rank(X) is non-convex, and convexifying it to the nuclear norm X * (sum of singular values) still requires computing SVD per iteration in a proximal gradient method, which is expensive.
The underlying assumption of a low-rank prior is that the items along the rows and columns are similar. One can thus alternatively model these pairwise similarity relations using two graphs [52] , [53] . Specifically, columns of X are assumed to be smooth with respect to an undirected weighted row graph G r = (V r , E r , W r ) with vertices V r = {1, . . . , m} and edges
Weight matrix W r specifies pairwise similarities among vertices in G r . The combinatorial graph Laplacian [53] then assume that all columns of matrix signal X are bandlimited with respect to the graph frequencies defined using L r . Alternative to strict bandlimitedness, [52] assume that the columns of matrix signal X are smooth with respect to L r , resulting a small Tr X L r X .
Similarly, one can define a column graph
matrix W c , for the rows of X. One can thus assume bandlimitedness for the rows of X with respect to the corresponding Laplacian L c [53] , or simply that the rows of X are smooth with respect to L c [52] .
To complete formulating the matrix completion problem, given a sampling set Ω = {(i, j) | i ∈ {1, . . . , N r }, j ∈ {1, . . . , N c }}, denote by A Ω the sampling matrix:
We can now formulate the matrix completion problem with double graph Laplacian regularization (DGLR) as follows [54] :
where α and β are weight parameters.
To solve the unconstrained QP problem (46) , one can take the derivative with respect to X, set it to 0, and solve for X, resulting in a system of linear equations for unknown vectorized vec(X * ):
whereÃ Ω = diag(vec(A Ω )), vec(·) means a vector form of a matrix by stacking its columns, and diag(·) creates a diagonal matrix with input vector as its diagonal elements. A solution to (47) can be efficiently solved using conjugate gradient (CG) [55] .
In practice, often the available observed entries A Ω • Y in a matrix X are not provided a priori, but must be actively sampled first. The problem of how to best choose matrix entries for later completion give a sampling budget is called active matrix completion [56] , [57] . Extending sampling algorithms for signals in single graphs as discussed in earlier sections, authors in [53] , [54] propose sampling algorithms to select matrix entries, assuming that the target signal X is bandlimited or smooth over both row and column graphs, respectively. In a nutshell, [53] first select rows and columns separately based on bandlimited assumptions on row and column graphs, then choose matrix entries that are indexed by the selected rows and columns. In contrast, [54] greedily select one matrix entry at a time by considering the row and column graph smoothness alternately, where each greedy selection seeks to maximize the smallest eigenvalue of the coefficient matrix in (47)-the March 11, 2020 DRAFT E-optimality criterion. In Fig. 7 , we see an example of a low-rank matrix, and sampling performance (in root mean squared error (RMSE)) of [53] (BL) under different bandwidth assumptions for row and column graphs and [54] (IGCS). We see that BL and IGCS perform comparably for large sample budget, but BL is sensitive to the assumed row and column graph bandwidths.
C. Active Learning / Manifold Landmarking
In a semi-supervised learning (SSL) scenario [58] , only partial labels (e.g., 0 or 1 in a binary classification task) on a subset of data are available as observations, and labels on the rest of the data need to be inferred or interpolated. Among many approaches, graph-based methods [59] - [61] model each datum as a node in a graph, connected to other nodes via undirected edges, with weights that reflect pairwise distances in a high-dimensional feature space. SSL thus translates to a signal interpolation problem in the graph signal domain. The problem of pre-selecting data for labelling to optimize subsequent SSL performance is the active learning problem [35] , [62] - [64] , which given a constructed similarity graph that connects individual data of interest, can be viewed as a sampling set selection problem [34] . More recent fast methods such as [16] that circumvent eigen-decomposition can further improve execution speed for large graphs.
Manifold landmarking [65] - [68] is more general than active learning, aiming to select representative landmarks (samples) on a low-dimensional manifold to label and improve subsequent learning results. It involves a similarity matrix (called alignment matrix in [68] ) defined on a K-nearst-neighbor graph connecting data, such as the Laplacian matrix in Laplacian Eigenmap [69] , and an alignment matrix in locally linear embedding [70] and local tangent space alignment [71] . Surprisingly, recent algorithms like [65] , [68] that select samples based on Gershgorin circle theorem to minimize the condition number of the resulting submatrix bear strong similarity to graph sampling algorithms like [16] , which performs graph sampling on kernel λ.
It is thus conceivable that graph sampling algorithms can be adapted for manifold landmarking to improve targeted regression and classification performance [68] .
VI. CLOSING REMARKS
In this article, we overview sampling on graphs from theory to applications. The graph sampling framework is similar to sampling for standard signals, however, its realization is completely different due to the irregular nature of the graph domain.
Current methods have found several interesting applications. At the same time, the following issues, both theoretical and practical aspects, are still open:
• Interconnection between vertex and spectral representations of sampling: As shown in Section III-C, two definitions can be possible for graph signal sampling. Can these sampling approaches be described in a more unified way beyond a few known special cases? This may lead to a more intuitive understanding of graph signal sampling.
• Studies beyond bandlimited graph signals: Most studies in graph signal sampling are based on sampling and reconstruction of bandlimited (or smooth) graph signals. However, as shown in Section II-B, sampling methods beyond the bandlimited setting have been studied in standard sampling. Investigating GSP systems beyond the bandlimited assumption will be beneficial for many practical applications since real data are often not bandlimited. Such examples include generalized graph sampling [22] and PGS sampling [7] , [8] , [72] .
• Fast and efficient deterministic sampling: Eigen-decomposition-free methods are a current trend for graph signal sampling as seen in Section IV-B, but their computational complexities are still high compared to random methods. Furthermore, current deterministic approaches are mostly based on greedy sampling. A few attempts like prescreening or a combination with random selection have been presented so far [41] , [73] . Faster deterministic graph sampling methods are required which will be tractable for graphs with millions and even billions of nodes.
• Fast and distributed reconstruction: Similar to sampling, the reconstruction step also requires an eigen-decomposition-free interpolation algorithm. Such an algorithm is expected to be implemented in a distributed manner. While fast filtering methods have been studied as briefly introduced in Section III, fast and more accurate interpolation methods of signals on a graph are still required.
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• Applications: Some direct applications of graph signal sampling have been introduced in Section V. Note that sampling itself is ubiquitous in signal processing and machine learning: many applications can apply graph signal sampling as their important ingredients. For example, graph neural networks and point cloud processing are potential areas of application because it is often convenient to treat available data as signals on a structured graph. Continued discussions with domain experts in different areas would facilitate applications of graph sampling theory and algorithms to the wider field of data science.
